Visually Indexing Information - in 5 or 6 Steps

1. Re-focus to a strategic approach
2. Identify actionable steps
3. Conceptualize steps visually
4. Collect/create your pictures
5. Execute conceptual image
6. Code image mapping and links

1. Re-focus to a Strategic Approach
Can your research guide be made visual?

2. Identify the Actionable Steps

3. Conceptualizing Visually - Tools

Tools for Image Ideas and Copyright-Free Use

- AP Images database: http://www.apimages.com/
- Bettmann Archive: http://www.corbis.com/Bettmann100/Archive/BettmannArchive.asp
- Google Images Advanced Search: http://www.google.com/advanced_image_search

Tool Hint: Google Images Advanced Search
Public domain images more likely at government sites, use limit - site:.gov
4. Collect Ideas …

5. Insert Conceptual Image

insert HTML Code: `<img src="yourpicture.gif" />

How to insert an image with HTML (eHow.com)

How to insert images in HTML (wikiHow.com)

OR, follow your Web authoring software, e.g. Dreamweaver, etc.

- A word about Content Management Systems (CMS)
- A word about LibGuides (SpringShare)

6. Code the image mapping and links

Tools for Image Mapping - many online, just one:

Online Image Mapper - http://www.image-maps.com/

To Recap …

1. Re-focus to a strategic approach
2. Identify actionable steps
3. Conceptualize steps visually
4. Collect/create your pictures
5. Execute conceptual image
6. Code image mapping and links

Questions?
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